SafetyNET Lesson Plan
SafetyNET STEP 1: Tell Us About You
First Name
Jake

Last Name
Kurtz

E-mail Address

Jake.kurtz@hwdsb.on.ca
Ontario School Board
Hamilton-Wentworth District School Board

School

Saltfleet District High School
Community
Urban
✔

Suburban
Rural

Number of Students
24

Student Work is Completed

Individually

✔

Give me credit for this lesson on the site.

✔

I agree to the Terms and Conditions and have read the Teacher Guidelines.

SafetyNET STEP 2: Describe Your Lesson
Classroom Management Pre-Planning
1. Provide a descriptive title for your learning activity.

Moodle - Basic Horticulture PPE and Workplace Injuries
2. Choose the length that best describes your lesson.
Full semester
Multiple weeks
One week
✔

One period

3. Choose the Ontario course code.
THJ - Green Industries

4. Provide learning goals of the activity.

THJ2O1 - The overall goal is to provide a basic PPE safety primer for working in horticulture and
landscaping. This includes awareness of generalized hazards in the landscaping industry and
how to use PPE, hand tools, and developing good judgement to mitigate risks.
This lesson is intended to address curriculum expectations for all green industries courses grades
10 through 12 and should be part of foundational safety instruction. This includes THJ3M1 /
THJ4M1. This activity is intended to address personal safety for specifically the use of light power
equipment and lawn mowers. This PPE safety lesson should preceded the other SafetyNET
template I have provided on familiarization and obtaining safety passports with horticulture and
landscaping tools.
The lessons are provided in three formats as outlined below. I use Moodle to do most of my
teaching as it is digitally engaging and accessible from anywhere for students to be responsible
for their own time and following the program.
The first Moodle activity goes over symbols relevant for THJ PPE and some general advice. Then
the second Moodle activity looks at common workplace injuries in THJ. These two activities will
take between one and two lesson days depending on your class.
There are three separate "student activity" files in the attached files.
The first .zip file is ready for use immediately on Moodle all you need do is from your Moodle page
click add a resource => IMS content package => choose or upload a file => upload the
lawnmower_safety or general_machine_safety.zip file and select.
The lesson is also included as a standalone lesson which can be burned as a cd rom or loaded
onto a drive or memory stick. To download and use a .zip file, you first click to download and
save in a new folder named for what it is. Then you 'extract' the file in the folder. Then you look for

5. Generally describe your classroom lab setup with main equipment and areas.
We have a storage facility with a variety of gas-powered and gardening / landscaping hand
tools. We have lockable interior cupboards and exterior sheds with labelled spaces for tools.
The hand tool collection amounts allow for partners in a class of 24, so 12 of each basic tool
(with spares). Some basic tool kit belts are 1 per student (small, non-sharp gardening
maintenance tools).
The small power tool collection allow for 4 students at a time to be working with them.
The larger power tool collection allows for 1 student at a time to be working with them with one
backup in repair state. When specialized donated project equipment or spares become
available, they are focused on for learning basic repair, and learning adaptation of safety.
Equipment signout binders are in place for shared tools.
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D1.
demonstrate an understanding of and comply with occupational health and safety standards;
https://moodle.org/
D1.1 identify the personal protective clothing and equipment needed to perform various green
industry tasks safely, and use as required to ensure their own and others’ safety in the work
environment;
D1.2 demonstrate an understanding of appropriate uses, safe operating practices, and correct
maintenance procedures for materials, tools, and equipment that are commonly used in the
green industries (e.g., lawn maintenance equipment, garden tools, chainsaws, skidding
equipment, mechanical harvesting equipment, milking machines, feeding systems);
D1.3 identify potential hazards (e.g., trip hazards, environmental conditions, danger zones)
related to the materials, site conditions, and equipment used in the work environment;
D1.4 demonstrate an understanding of and apply safe shop and site practices (e.g., using
correct lockout procedures, using equipment guards, holding shop orientation sessions, having
sanitary wash stations available, cleaning up spills and leaks when they happen, keeping areas
clean and clear of obstruction, storing materials and equipment neatly and safely);
D1.5 identify and comply with legislation, regulations, and guidelines pertaining to the health
and safety of workers in the green industries (e.g., Occupational Health and Safety Act [OHSA],
Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System [WHMIS]).

7. There may also be local by-laws or staff guidelines applicable to your school community in
general that affect how you teach your subject area for health and safety. Being in an urban or
rural environment can offer unique challenges to a technological education program. Your
department or school may also have a health and safety manual you can attach as a file later.
Include any details or best practices here on what you refer to.
Since Green Industries is a relatively new subject delivered at the secondary school level in
Ontario, we are left to establish many standards for our program, based on work experience and
usually technological design and construction course teaching experience. This is a unique position
and it requires special consideration for safety as procedures are adapted from the horticulture and
landscaping workplace.
As a matter of respect for paid workers in our school board and safety, teacher need to clarify
responsibilities for maintenance around the school, what can and cannot be done by students in a
learning role. It may be that school lawn maintenance may be done in construction of a new
garden, however, mowing must be done by the school maintenance staff. We observe the OSSTF
Health and Safety guidelines for teachers.
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supervision strategy is key with team leaders / safety managers reporting on safe student
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for the day(s) of some exercises conducted outside or in green industries area to ensure our
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Passport to Safety
I✔reinforce
the need
for lifelong learning with students relating course content to my own continuing
Introduction
to WHMIS
professional development and experiences. Providing alternatives to pen and paper activities has
been a focus for me to engage students with language challenges and learning disabilities. We
focus on helpings students communicate what they have learned in different ways. In terms of
safety, there are many different methods we use in assessment to ensure student comprehension
and compliance.
✔

10. Prior to specific project work, describe your general introductory unit on health and
safety in your classroom.
These lessons are to be used as modular packages to break your class into smaller groups. The
package is self paced and can be done either as homework or in class. Normally I use the
package to keep half of my class busy working on the assignment while I take the other half
outside to work on the practical safety demonstrations.
Safety compliance is assessed during normal work flow after these introductory safety lessons
have been delivered.
I familiarize the class with equipment through teacher demonstration and a teacher supervised “dry
run” whenever getting out equipment to work with, using it, and putting it away. We actually
demonstrate an unpack, set up, and pack up of equipment and the transport/carrying of equipment
in and around school. This for example avoids unsafe carrying of equipment on stairs or in tight
spaces where a sharp edge can do damage to facilities or more importantly people.
Students should be advised to be working away from vehicular routes and facilities, such as
parking
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possible.
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✔ safety glasses (shatterproof - may need side guards)
Students need to be aware of safe lifting procedures in green industries as they may move a sod
✔ coveralls / lab coat / apron (protective clothing)
piece,
bag of dirt, landscaping brickwork, fountain plumbing, or other elements that may be stored
gloves (latex
andpositions,
standard)and need advisement on safe movement with a partner. All students
in awkward
or high
are
constantly
advised
not to move equipment or installation elements by themselves without
✔ gloves
(chemical
resistant)
appropriate
supervision.
welding gloves
and face shield
✔

dust mask (breathing protection)
respirator (breathing protection)

✔

appropriate footwear (may imply steel-toed work boots or closed toe and heel shoes)
hair net
hair tied back

✔

hearing protection - ear plugs

✔

removing jewellery and fashion accessories

✔

hard hat
safety harness

✔

reflective vest

✔

no electronic devices

12. Describe your student safety training assessment strategies. Click here for a pop-up to
review the Growing Success document that defines assessment for learning and as learning.
In my class, students complete a series of moodle lesson / information sessions. These lessons are
always followed up with a practical demonstration and an opportunity for students to practice
hands-on. In this case, students handle the PPE equipment, inspect, and store it. They are
monitored on a daily basis for compliance, mature use and respect of safety equipment.
From the MOE Growing Success Explanations...
For Learning means...
Learning Goals - Students understand clearly what they are supposed to learn
Success Criteria - Students understand clearly what successful achievement looks like – what is
expected of them
Feedback - Students understand clearly how to improve & learn how to give & receive feedback
Self Assessment - Students learn to become independent learners
13. Some technological classroom areas are more complex and need layout planning,
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to go, and how best to get there.” (Assessment Reform Group, 2002, p. 2) Growing Success
Tools are maintained daily, and signout procedures are strictly followed. Cleaning and proper
“Assessment as learning focuses on the explicit fostering of students’ capacity over time to be their
handling and storage of all tools is inspected for safety implications during each class use. I use
own best assessors, but teachers need to start by presenting and modelling external, structured
very visual areas to organize materials to check for loss or improper handling evidence.
opportunities for students to assess themselves.” (Western and Northern Canadian
Protocol, p. 42) Growing Success
In general I advise students to refer to lab procedures, general health and safety requirements, and
maintaining inventory on a regular basis.
To provide management experience, often I assign two students to collect, organize, and store all
equipment in our tool crib/storage area and check inventory with teacher when finished any
hands-on exercise.

14. Detail safe storage facilities in your classroom for course specific materials.

We have established racks, sheds, shelves, tool hangers and computer lab procedures. Students
are made aware with signage and binders of storage organization. Most students follow the model
that is set at the beginning of the semester, but it may be necessary throughout to have a focused
cleanup session of tools if they are not being respected in student use.
Fertilizers or other gardening chemicals are dealt with on a project basis, addressing any MSDS
concerns. This specific project doesn't address these as it is focused on PPE, however, if a student
were going to be advised by a teacher on handling a fertilizer or a specialized insecticide or weed
killer, more training and specific chemical awareness would be required, and additional addressing
of PPE in the specific lesson scenario.
Anything toxic or combustible in green industries with any risk factor is locked up, controlled,
inventoried, advised to caretaking and administration, and monitored by an experienced teacher
advisor.

15. Explain any special learning considerations and best practices for your classroom
focused on safety. Are there left-handed students in your class? You may naturally include
accommodations and modifications. Showcase special approaches or methods you use for
exceptional students, multiple-intelligences, differentiated instruction, ESL, gifted, or physicallychallenged students.
Some students that are challenged for paperwork or have learning challenges are given the option
to participate in using equipment, waiving a written component with parent signoff. In general we
provide students with repetitive vocal and visual cues, language restatement / simplification, and
extra time to complete testing.
Often in the green classroom we use more proficient student teams to set up and begin an exercise
for other groups to watch perform. Then they share their initial results for example. This makes
expectations of group behaviour and tool handling explicit and clear.
Students usually will work in pairs and familiarize themselves with the equipment before they are
ready to carry out the exercise. Students tend to align themselves so at least one member is good
with recording and math calculating while the other one is more verbal when they are partnered.
Both students in green industries are usually kinesthetic learners. For this, the exercise is designed
with some physical work required and provides the opportunity to use technology outdoors.
In general, green industries fits students who have difficulty finding success in other courses
because of the variety of the work for the course. They are able to demonstrate competencies in
various ways that recognize other types of students. Academic students are present in the class
however all students are recognized for their value and abilities. For ESL students it should be
noted that many equipment manuals are available in a variety of languages and one of the tasks
you should target them for is making that adaptive manual of your basic safety requirements for key
tools and green industries learning vocabulary in their own language.

16. Include information on your safety procedures for disposal of waste materials. This could
include food scraps, hairstyling chemical, dust collection, combustible wipes, or waste oil.

For green industries much of the material that is gathered as a matter of course is compostable,
and gardening initiatives can utilize many elements around the school to enrich garden soils. Paper
in paper recycling bin.
Combustible or toxic waste materials that must be dealt with appropriately include oils, gas, and
maintenance cleaners for power tools that can usually be addressed through a cooperation with the
automotive or manufacturing program at school or separately arranged through board inquiries or
other schools to determine their methods for daily safe storage, and regular collection.

17. Company's coming! Educational Assistants, volunteers, student teachers, and classroom
guests with administrators are in your classroom. Provide your experience on elements of safety
training that need to be communicated to these participants for your subject area such as
wearing safety glasses, maintaining distance from machines, or how to communicate an
emergency or issue to the teacher.
If an EA is available for class, the teacher and educational assistant can practice any exercises as
example for students while providing familiarization for the EA. Safety footwear for the teacher and
EA are recommended.
Other people in the room must also respect and reinforce the culture of safety in a shop
environment. Loose clothing, hair, open-toed shoes, etc., must be tactfully discouraged and
signage is often the easiest way to accomplish this. Talking in private with EA’s, volunteers is often
the best way to address and reinforce expectations.
Generally tours are a major distraction for students and teacher alike. It is often best not to pretend
that any real work is happening but rather turn off main power for a short while so that visitors can
converse with students as to what they are doing/learning. In this way students also learn the
valuable lesson of focussing on their work and not trying to do multiple things (entertain, converse)
at the same time.
Advanced warning is appreciated but not always possible. Visits right at the beginning or at the
very end of a period can be better depending of course on the purpose of the visit.

18. Emergency procedures to pre-plan in general for your technological education classroom
depends on your subject area. There may be steps for students, steps for administration, for
assisting teachers, or directions for emergency assistance arriving at school. Detail how you
cover these in your classroom. Include fire exits, extinguishers, first aid station, eye wash
station, and electrical shut-off switches (panic buttons). Possibly detail AED location (if
available) and first aid trained staff member locations for your records.
Handling specific plants, trees, garden materials, etc. requires specific direction from the teacher.
Students will naturally come into contact with insects and dirt. Allergies may come into play for
safety, ie., if a student is working outside and has an extreme allergy to bee or wasp stings, an EPI
pen is necessary on hand and other students working with that student to be aware. We review the
administering of an EPI pen. Most teachers are experienced with training for Sabrina's Law.
Emergency information sheets are posted on wall by primary entrance and reviewed each
semester at a minimum. First Aid Information is updated yearly. First aid kit, fire extinguishers, and
eye wash station are located inside classroom, near primary entrance/exit and in main office.
We inform the main office of areas of student work when they are going to be working outside.
When a fire drill is planned, we plan for classroom work, however discuss our 'meeting place'
outside in case of an unplanned drill or incident while students are working in teams outside.

19. Does your Board have a technological project approval process?
Students are made aware of safety mechanisms on power tools, ie., clutches that kill the engine
Yes
when releasing pressure such as on a mower.
No
Unknown
It should
always be considered when dealing with dust, pollens, tree end sharps, foliage, and lifting
that students be reminded on safety procedures.
20. Select (all that apply) that complete equipment inspections in your board.
✔

Teacher

✔

Department Head
Board Instructional / Subject Area Leader

✔

Board Facilities Teams
Independent Contractors

✔

Ministry of Labour

21. Select Federal and Provincial Safety Legislation and Policies, Government
Departments, and Associations which may be applicable to your subject area. Click on any of
them to open up a pop-up window to reference their website. Consider adding any resources
you find to your lesson.
✔

Health Canada

✔

Ministry of Labour
Ontario Workplace Safety and Insurance Act
Food Safety and Quality Act
Ontario Health Protection and Promotion Act
Ontario Highway Traffic Act
Ontario Fire Code

✔

Ontario Building Code

✔

Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS)

✔

Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB)

✔

Occupational Health and Safety Act (OSHA)
Apprenticeship and Certification Act (ACA)
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
Canadian Society of Safety Engineering (CSSE)
Ontario Service Safety Alliance (Hospitality and Tourism) (OSSA)
Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety (CCOSH)
Construction Health and Safety Association of Ontario (CSAO)

✔

Ontario School Boards Insurance Exchange (OSBIE)

✔

Industrial Accident Prevention Association (IAPA)
Transportation Health and Safety Association of Ontario (THSAO)
Health Care Health & Safety Association of Ontario (HCHSA)

That's the end of general classroom management info. You can copy and paste the content from
this section to any project you submit to the SafetyNET.

That's So Cool! When Do We Start?
22. Check off planning tasks you complete for this lesson.
✔

examine materials list (new, used, recycled materials)
review tool use plan (power and hand tools)
consider special preparation of recycled materials for this project.

✔

review hazardous materials use - WHMIS, MSDS (attach files later)

✔

safety check on specific equipment

✔

review chemical and fire safety procedures
prepare tools
count or measure materials, evaluate efficiencies
check 'past due' dates on supplies
check student-accessible material supply areas are safe

✔

re-do a safety demonstration

✔

confirm all students completed training diagnostic assessment

✔

confirm web resources and handouts are current
reconsider assessment and evaluation strategies
plan direct supervision time for difficult or high-risk production steps
plan direct supervision for flammable / toxic / corrosive materials handling
plan safe storage of in-progress student projects
plan cut off times for lab cleanup to begin
plan waste disposal, recycling

✔

plan debrief on safety risk experiences with students

✔

detail notes for teacher sharing classroom/lab

23. The Ontario Skills Passport identifies working safely as a work habit. Check off the skills
relevant for this lesson here. For more information click here to go to their website.
✔

Work Habits: Working Safely
Work Habits: Teamwork
Work Habits: Reliability
Work Habits: Organization

✔

Work Habits: Working Independently
Work Habits: Initiative
Work Habits: Self-advocacy
Work Habits: Customer Service
Work Habits: Entrepreneurship

✔

Essential Skills: Reading Text
Essential Skills: Writing

✔

Essential Skills: Document Use

✔

Essential Skills: Computer Use
Essential Skills: Oral Communication
Numeracy: Money Math
Numeracy: Scheduling or Budgeting and Accounting
Numeracy: Measurement and Calculation
Numeracy: Data Analysis
Numeracy: Numerical Estimation
Thinking Skills: Job Task Planning and Organizing

✔

Thinking Skills: Decision Making
Thinking Skills: Problem Solving

✔

Thinking Skills: Finding Information

24. The Ontario Skills Passport (OSP) National Occupation Classification (NOC) code is a
number that Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC) has assigned to a
particular occupation. To make safety training more relevant to students, check here and copy
an example of career choice that has to be aware of the same classroom safety requirements.

From the OSP website:
"The Ontario Skills Passport (OSP) provides clear descriptions of Essential Skills and work habits
and includes videos and tasks that show how people use these skills in everyday life and
on-the-job. Learners can use the OSP tools and resources to assess, build, document and track
their skills and transfer them to further education, training, the workplace and everyday life.
These skills can be demonstrated in the classroom, co-operative education and other experiential
learning opportunities, Specialist High Skills Majors and Ontario Youth Apprenticeship Programs,
Community Involvement, volunteer opportunities (e.g. SpeakUp and Students as Researchers
Projects) and extracurricular activities. This information will help learners develop their Individual
Pathways Plan (IPP) as they answer the questions: Who am I? What are my opportunities? Who
25.
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http://www.skills.edu.gov.on.ca/OSP2Web/EDU/Welcome.xhtml
The goal is to have students complete the following Student Safety Training Assessment with a
variety of steps to preclude it.
Looking at the list, students can be made aware of career paths and the necessity for the same
safety lessons they are gaining in our program. It is absolutely amazing how many different areas
THJ JK1 Kurtz Student Safety Training Assessment Rubric.pdf
that green industries learning can extend to:
First they should complete the Personal Safety PPE (Moodle, standalone website, or student
0632b Campground Operators
handout .pdf review).
0721 Golf Club General Managers
0712 Residential Home Builders and Renovators (Small Business Owner-Operators)
Then second the Common Workplace Injuries (Moodle, standalone website, or student
2122 Forestry Professionals
handout .pdf review).
2152 Landscape Architects
2153 Urban and Land Use Planners
Using the computer lab usually breaks down some barriers with students to learning allowing them
2154 Land Surveyors
to engage visually with a familiar format.
2222 Agricultural and Fish Products Inspectors
2223 Forestry Technologists and Technicians
It's entertaining for the kids to try and do safety review skits re-enacting or imagining in a safe way
2225 Landscape and Horticultural Technicians and Specialists
bad scenarios for the common workplace injuries. Students may be instructed to make 'right way'
2123 Agricultural Representatives, Consultants and Specialists
'wrong way' posters. It makes the lessons stick and again recognizes multiple intelligences and
2254 Land Survey Technicians and Technologists
builds bonds within the class between peers with a laugh.
7444 Pest Controllers and Fumigators
8211 Supervisors, Logging and Forestry
Peer review work is done and knowledge is assessed with group discussion and gauging of
8254 Nursery and Greenhouse Operators and Managers
comprehension by the teacher. With this diagnostic step the teacher can evaluate whether more
8255 Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance Contractors and Managers
in-depth review is required.
8257 Aquaculture Operators and Managers
8421 Chainsaw and Skidder Operators
Signoff on the PPE lessons can then be completed with written or verbal assessments and
8422 Silviculture and Forestry Workers
checkoff of completion on the student safety rubric and student passport, confirming a solid
8431 General Farm Workers
understanding on the use of PPE for horticulture and landscaping.
8432 Nursery and Greenhouse Workers
8611 Harvesting Labourers
8612 Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance Labourers

26. Define the materials and equipment used for this learning activity. You can use the blank
form that's provided here and save it to make it your own. The layout helps you collect details
showing the materials and equipment. It also provides space for equipment maintenance
schedules, disposal of waste materials, training tracking, shielding or guarding details.

Whichever PPE you are covering should be included in reasonable numbers for the class to
handle. The teacher can assemble a visual table / hands on review of the PPE items for the
students to handle in an introductory session, matching the moodle site items.
Depending on what the element is, your numbers will reflect it for your budget.
For example, all students have safety glasses and a simple dust mask, but a respirator for working
with something more specialized is in more limited supply in the classroom, but is PPE and should
be examined, handled, and reviewed as to its use. Inventory should be maintained, sanitary
methods should be employed, and storage is key to prevent loss, damage, and clean maintenance
of materials for each class during the semester.

27. Include any best practices or tips, tricks, and advice in your experience of completing this
learning activity. Focus your answer on how you document safety training, and share
information about your shop with other tech teachers. That’s an OCTElab SafetyNET!
These lessons are to be used as modular packages to break your class into smaller groups. The
package is self-paced and can be done either as homework or in class. Normally I use the
package to keep half of my class busy working on the assignment while I take the other half
outside to work on the practical safety demonstrations.
I have students complete the computer lab use agreement that comes with the student agenda and
have them also agree in writing to any other lab directives we have locally. I'd advise teachers to
make sure their computers are kept in good repair, monitor one student to a computer seat that
doesn't change for the semester and have a sense of strict rules for the computer lab to encourage
respect and non-damaging maintenance for the longevity of the lab. We maintain a list of
interesting green industries websites that students can browse in any downtime to avoid distraction
by social media and other non-educational sites.
You can also reference the OCTE SAFEdocs FAB July 2003 for tool handling reference.
Green Industries Teachers of Ontario
http://groups.google.ca/group/thj-teachers

28. Provide a short description of your project that can go with a reference image for the
database. (Max 256 characters.)

Overview of protective safety equipment used in green industries student projects, supports SHSM
learning, completing online testing.

SafetyNET STEP 3: Add Files and Videos
Please attach a project image for us to display with your short description in the database.
Select File

Please upload any supporting documents including safety components, lesson materials,
assessment tools, digital resources, images, or videos.
Select File

To bring your lesson to life, include online videos URL link files on the lesson plan page. Add
as many as you like.
Select File

Do you have a safety features map of your classroom you can share? Attach it here!
Select File

Find the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for any of your materials clicking and searching
here. Save it and add it to your digital resources to attach with your lesson.
Select File

The Ontario Ministry of Labour makes available a resource named Live Safe! Work Smart!
It has a wide range of general safety and subject-specific resources available for use in the
classroom and beyond. Click here to open a pop-up and copy and paste links that are your
favorites here or download a resource you can use with this lesson and attach it later. You can
also add any other URL links here that you think enhance this safety learning activity.
Green Industries can investigate:
Biological and Chemical Hazards Section I: pgs. 2-23
Physical Hazards Section I: pgs. 2-22
Workplace Law Section I: pgs. 4-26

SafetyNET STEP 4: Tag Your Lesson
Add your own descriptive tag(s) to help users search for content like yours.

THJ
Green Industries
Safety
PPE
Mowers
Safety Glasses
Wheelbarrow
Print your lesson to document your SafetyNET for your classroom.
Gardening
Horticulture
Submit
your SafetyNET lesson.
Landscaping
Farming
Plan
to update lesson content or add digital resources later with your user login. Think about adding
another
Kurtz lesson!
Moodle
Remember, most of your general classroom info is already in.
You can 'Save As' and 'Modify' to submit a new lesson with new resources!

Submit

